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Abstract 
This paper presents a stereo matching method which uses mul- 

tiple stereo pairs with various baselines to obtain precise distance 
estimates without suffering from ambiguity. 

In stereo ptvcessing. a shon baseline means that the estimated 
distance wi l l  be less precise due to n a m w  triangulation. For 
more precise d ismce  estimation. a longer baseline is desired 
Wth a longer baseline. however. a larger dispariv range must be 
searched ro find a march. As a result, marching is more di’cult 
and there is a greater possibiliry of a false match. So there is a 
trade-off beween precision and accuracy in matching. 

The stereo matching method presented in this paper uses mul- 
tiple stereo pairs with different baselines generated by a lateral 
displacement of a camera Matching is performed simply bv com- 
puting the sum of squared-digerencc (SSD) values. The SSD func- 
tions for individual stereo pairs are represented with respect to 
the inverse distance (rather than the disparity as is usually done). 
and then are simply added 10 produce rhe sum of SSDs. This re- 
sulting function is called the SSSD-in-inrerse-distance. We show 
that the SSSD-in-inverse-distance~ction uhibiu a unique and 
clear minimum at the correct matching position even when the 
underlying inrensily patterns of the scene include ambiguities or 
repeiitive patterns. An advantage of this method is that we can 
eliminate false marches and increase precision without anv search 
or sequential filtering. 

This paper first defies a stereo algorithm based on the SSSD- 
in-inverse-distance and presents a marhemarical analysis 10 show 
how the algorithm can remove ambiguip and increusr precision. 
Then, a few experimental results with real siereo images are pre- 
senred to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm 

I Introduction 

Stereo is a useful tcchnique for obdning 3-D information from 
2-D images in computer vision. In stcrco matching. we mcuurc 
the disparity d. which is the diffcrcncc bctwccn thc corresponding 
points of lcft m d  right imagcs. The disparity d is rclalcd to the 
dismncc z by 

I 
R =  BF-. 

z 
where B and F arc baxline md focal Irngth. rcspcctivdy. 
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This equation indicates that for the same distance the disparity 
is proponional to the baseline. or that the baseline length B acts 
as a magnification factor in measuring d in order to obtain =. That 
is. the estimated distance is more precise if we set the two cam- 
ems fanher apan from each other. which means a longer baseline. 
A longer baseline, however. poses its own problem. Because a 
longer disparity range must be starched. matching is more diffi- 
cult and thus then is a greater possibility of a false match. So 
here is a trade-off between precision and accuracy (correctness) 
in matching. 

One of the most common methods to deal with the problem is a 
coarse-to-fine control strategy [I] - [SI. Matching is done at a low 
resolution to reduce falsc matches and then the result is used to limit 
the search range of marching at a higher resolution, where more 
precise disparity measurements are calculatcd. Using a cousc 
resolution. however. does not always remove false matches. This 
is especially me when there is inherent ambiguity in matching, 
such as a repeated pattern overa large pan of the sccnc (e& a scene 
of a pickct fence). Anolher approach to remove false matches 
and to increase precision is to use multiple images. especially a 
sequcnce of densely sampled images along a camcra path [61- [?I. 
A shon baseline between a pair of consecutive images makcs the 
matching or tracking of features easy, while the structure imposed 
by the camera motion allows integration of the possibly noisy 
individual measurements into a p r e c h  estimate. The integration 
has been performed either by exploiting constraints on the EPI 
[6][7] or by a sequential Kalman filtering technique [8][9] .  

The steno matching method pnsented in this paper belongs to 
the second approach use of multiple images wilh different base- 
lines obtained by a lateral displacement of a camera. The matching 
technique. however. is based on h e  idea that global mismatches 
can be reduced by adding the sum of squared-diffcrcncc (SSD) 
values from multiple s t e m  pairs. That is. the SSD values arc 
cornpuled first for each pair of stereo images. We represent the 
SSD values with respect to the inverse distance 1/z (nther than 
the disparity d. as is usually done). The resulting SSD functions 
from dl stereo pairs are added together to produce the sum of 
SSDs. which we call SSSD-in-inverse-distance. We show that 
the SSSD-in-inversc-disrancc function exhibits a unique and clear 
minimum at the correct matching position even when the undcrly- 
ing intcnsity patterns of the sccne include ambiguities or repetitive 
patterns. 

There have been stereo techniques that use multiple image pairs 
taken by cameras which are yrylged along a line [IO)[ 1 I][ 121. 
in the form of a triangle [13][14)[15] (called uinoculu slcreo). 
or in the other formation [ 161. However, all of these techniques. 
except [ 101 and [16], decide candidate points for correspondence 
in each image pair and then search for the correct combinations of 
correspondences among them using the geometrical consislcncics 
that they must satisfy. S i n e  the intermediate decisions on c o m -  
spondences are inherently noisy. ambiguous and multiple. finding 
the correct combinations requires sophisticated consistency checks 
m d  search or filtering. In contrast. our method does hot make m y  
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Figure 1: Camera positions for stereo 

decisions about the compondences in each stereo image pair. in- 
stead, it simply accumulates the measures of matching (SSDs) from 
all the stereo pairs into a single evaluation function. ie.. SSSD-in- 
inversedistance, and then obtains one corresponding point from i t  
In other words, our method integrates evidence for a final decision. 
rather than filtering intermediate decisions. In this sense. Tsai [ 161 
employed strategy very similar to ours: he used multiple images 
to sharpen the peaks of his overall similarity measures. which he 
called JMM and WVM. However. the relationship between the 
improvement of the similarity meaures and the camera baseline 
arrangement was not analyzed. nor was the method tested with real 
imagery. In this paper we show both mathematical analysis and 
experimental results with real indoor and outdoor images. which 
demonsmte how the SSSD-in-inversedistance function based on 
multiple image pairs from different baselines can greatly reduce 
false matches, while improving precision. 
In the next section we present the method mathematically and 

show how ambiguity can be removed and prccision increased by 
the method. Section 3 provides a few experimental rcsults with real 
stereo images to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
Section 4 presents conclusions. 

2 Mathematical Analysis 

The essence of stereo matching is. given a point in one image. to 
find in another image the corresponding point. such that the two 
poinu are the projections of the Same physical point in space. This 
task usually requires some criterion to measure similarity between 
images. The sum of squared differences (SSD) of the intensity 
values (or values of preprocessed images. such as b a n d p a  fillcred 
images) over a window is the simplest and most effective criterion. 
In this section, we define the sum of SSD with respect to the inverse 
dismce (SSSD-in-inversedistance) for multiple-baseline stereo. 
and mathema~cally show its advantage in removing ambiguity 
and increasing precision. For this analysis, we use I-D swrto 
intensity signals, but the extension to two dimensional images is 
straightforward. 

2.1 SSD Function 
Suppose that we have cameras at positions PO, PI,. . . , P, dong a 
line with their optical axes perpendicular to the line and a resulting 
set of stereo pairs with baselines B I ,  Bz.. . . , B, as shown in 
figure 1. Let fo(z) and f , ( z )  be the image pair at the camera 
positions PO and Pi, respectively. Imagine a scene point 2 whose 
distance is z. Its disparity d,,,, for the image pair uken from PO 
and Pi is 

We model the image intensity functions fo(z) and f , ( z )  ne- h e  
matching positions for 2 as 

fo(z) = f(l) + n o ( z )  
f,(z) = f ( z  - dr,,)) + n.(z), (3) 

assuming constant distance near 2 and independent Gaussian 
white noise such that 

( 4 )  no(z), n i (z)  N ~ ( 0 ,  d ) .  
?he SSD value ed(,) over a window W at a pixel position I of 

image fo( t )  for the candidate disparity d(,) is defined as 

where the means summation over the window. Thc d, , ,  
thatgivesaminunumofed(i)(z, d(,)) isdeterminedasthcesumatc 
of the disparity at 2. Since the SSD measurement ed,, (I. d , , )  ) is 
a random variable, we will compute i u  expected value in order io 
analyze its behavior. 

?E 

whcrc .V, is the number of the points within the window. Fur 
the rest of the paper. E [ )  denotes the expected value of a random 
vuiablc. In deriving the above equation. we have assumed t h i i  
d,( , )  is constant over the window. Equation (6) says that naturally 
the SSD function ed(i)(t ,d(i))  is expected to take 3 minimum 
when d( , )  = dr(i), i.e.. at the right disparity. 

Let us examine how the SSD function ed(,)(t ,d, , ,)  behaves 
when there is ambiguity in the underlying intensity function. Sup. 
pose that the intensity signal f(z) has the same pattern around 
pixel positions z and z + a. 

where a # 0 is a constant Then. from equation (6) 

This means that ambiguity is expected in matching in terms of 
positions of minimum SSD values. Moreover. the false match at 
d,,,) + a appears in exactly the Same way for all i; it is separated 
from the correct match by u for all the stereo pairs. Using multiple 
baselines does not help to disambiguate. 

2.2 SSD with respect to Inverse Distance 
Now, let us introduce the inverse distance ( such that 

1 ( =  -. 
2 (9) 

where Cr and C an the real and the candidate inverse distance. 
respectively. Substituting equation (1 1) into (51, we hive the SSD 
with respect to the inverse distance, 



at position r for a candidate inverse distance (. Its expected value 
is 

E[ec(i)(z, <)I = (f(r+~)--f(r+B,F((-~r)+j))'+2N~u". 
2 

JEW 
(13) 

Finally. we define a new evaluation function eC(l2 ...,,)( r ,  C). the 
sum of SSD functions with respect to the inverse distance (SSSD- 
in-invem-distance) for multiple stereo pairs. It is obtained by 
adding the SSD functions eC(,)(r, C) for individual stereo pairs: 

n 

ir I 
n 

+2n Nwui. (15) 

In the next thrte subsections. we will analyzc the characteristics of 
these evaluation functions to see how ambiguity is removed and 
precision is improved. 

2 3  Elimination of Ambiguity (1) 

As before, suppose the underlying intensity pattern f(r) has the 
same pattern around r and r + a (equation (7)). Then. according 
to equation (13). we have 

a 2 E[ec(,)(z,Cr)] = E[ec(, ) (z lCr + =)I = 2NwUn. (16) 

We still have an ambiguity; a minimum is expected at a false 
inverse distance Cf = Cr + +. However. an imponant point 
to be observed here is that this minimum for the false inverse 
distance (1 changes its position as the baseline B, changes. while 
the minimum for the correct inverse distance Cr does not. This 
is the property that the new evaluation function. the SSSD-in- 
inversedistance (14). exploits to eliminate the mbiguity. For 
example, suppose we use two baselines 81 and BZ ( B I  # Bz). 
>From equation (15) 

E [ e c ( n ) ( f ,  01 

J€W 

JEW 

+ 4N,ui.  (17) 

We can prove that 

E[e((12,(z, 01 > 4 ~ d  = ~ I e C ( i 2 ) ( z ?  c ~ ) I  for < + C*. 
(18) 

(referto appendix A) In words. eC(12)(z, C) is expecred to have the 
smallest value at the comct  Cr. That is. the ambiguity is likely 
to be eliminated by use of the new evaluation function with two 
different baselines. 
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We can illusuate this using synthesized data. Suppose the point 
whosedistancewewanttodetermineisatz = Oandthe undcrlyin: 
function f(z) is given by 

(19) cos(fz) + 2 if -4 < r < 12 
ift 5 -4 or 12 _< z. 

Figure 2 (a) shows a plot of f(z). Assuming that dvf l )  = 5 .  
u: = 0.2, and the window s k  is 5, the expected values of the 
SSD function ed(l)(z, d(1)) an as shown in figure 2 (b). We sce 
that there is an ambiguity: the minima occur at the correct match 
d ( ! )  = 5 and at the fplst match d ( ] )  = 13. Which match will 
be selected wiIl depend on the noise, search range. and search 
strategy. Now suppose we have a longer baseline BZ such that 3 = 1.5. >From equations (6) and (10). we obtain E[ed(Z)] as 
shown in figure 2 (c). Again we encounter an mbiguity. and rhc 
separation of the two minima is the same. 

Now let us evaluate the SSD values with respect to the invcrsc 
distance C rather than the disparity d by using equations (12) 
through (15). l%c expected values of the SSD measurements 
E[ec(l)] and E[ec(2)] with baselines BI and 8 2  are shown in 
figures 2 (d) and (e). nspectively (the plot is normalized such 
that BIF = 1). Note that the minima at the correct invcrsc 
distance (C = 5 )  does not move. while the minima for the falsc 



Figure 3: "Town" data set: (a) ImagcO: (b) Image9 

match changes its position M the basclinc changcs. Whcn the two 
functions are added to produce the SSSI)-in-inverse-dis~cc, i t s  
expected values E(ec (12) ]  are M shown in figurc 2 (0. We can scc 
that the ambiguity has  been reduced becausc the SSSD-in-invcrse- 
distance has a smaller value at the corrcct match position than at 
the false match. 

2.4 Elimination of Ambiguity (2) 
An extreme case of ambiguity occurs whcn the underlying function 
f(t) is a periodic function. like a scenc of a picket fence. We can 
show that this ambiguity can also be eliminated. 

Let f ( z )  be a periodic function with pcriod T. Then. each 
e((,,(+,() is expected to be a periodic function of ( with the 
period +. This means that thcre will IX multiple minima of 
e((;)(z, C) (Le.. ambiguity in matching) at innrvals of in (. 
When we use two baselines and add their SSD values. the rcsulting 
e c p ) ( r ,  C) will be still a periodic function of (. hut  its pcriod TI: 
is mcreased to 

where LClf ( )  denotes Least Common Multiple. T h ~ t  IS. the pc- 
nod of the expected value of thc new evaluation function can h! 
made longer than that of the individual stcrco pairs. Funhcnnorc. 
it can be controlled by choosing the basclines BI and & appro- 
priately so that the expected value of thc evaluation function h s  
only one minimum within the search range. This means that using 
multiple-baseline stereo pairs simultaneously can eliminate m b i -  
guity, although each individual baseline stcrco may suffcr from 
ambiguity. 

We illustrate this by using real stereo imagcs. Figurc 3(a) shows 
an image of a sample scene. Ai  the top of the scene thcre is a grid 
board whose intensity function is nearly periodic. Wc took Icn 
images of this scene by shifting the camera vcnically M in figure 4. 
The actual distance between consecutive camera positions is 0.05 
inches. Let this distance be b. Figure 3 shows thc first and the I ~ s t  
images of the sequence. We selccred a point z within thc rcpciitivc 
grid board area in image9. The SSD valucs e([,)(z.() over 5-by- 
5-pixel windows are plotted for various baseline sterco pairs in 
figure 5. The horizontal n7is of all the plols is thc inverse distance. 
normalized such that 8bF = 1. Figure 5 illustrates thc trade-off 
between precision and ambiguity in terms of baselines. That is. 
for ashoner baseline. there are fcwer minima (ix. less ambiguity). 
but the SSD curve is Ratter (i.e. less precisc locali7ation). On ihc 
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Figure 4: "Town" dam x t  image w -  
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other hand. for a longer baseline. there are more minima I . C .  m o r t  
mhiguity). but the curve near h e  minimum is sharper: t h a  IS. ihc 
cstimatcd distance is more precise if we can find thc correct one. 

Now. Ictus take two stereo image pairs: onc with B = 3 Jncl 
the other with B = 86. In figure 6. the dashed curvc and the ClortcJ 
curvc show the SSD for B = 56 and B = 8b. rcspcctivcly. Lct 
us s u p p o . ~  the search range goes from 0 to 20 i n  the horiionrd 
axis. which in this case corresponds to 12 io 3c inches in  distanL.c. 
Though the SSD values take a minimum at thc correct answr nc'.ir 

C = 5.  there are also other minima for both cases. Thc solid c u n t  
shows the evaluation function for the multiple-haw lint htcrct). 
which is the sum of the dashed curve and thc dottcd cumc. Th: 
solid curve shows only one clear minimum; that is. thc ;Imhiguiry 
is wsolvcd. 

So far. we have considered using only two stcrco pairs. \Vc c m  
easily cxtcnd the idea to multiple-baseline stereo which uscs mort 
than iwo stereo pairs. Corresponding to equation (701. the pmcd 
of E [ F ~ ( I ~ . . . , ) ( I ,  C)] becomes 

 TI^ ...., ,, = LCJI (m,m T T  ,.... -) T i 2 I '  B., F 

where B I ,  B2,. . . , B, are baselines for each srcrco pair. 
We will demonstrate how the ambiguity can be I'urrhcr rcJuc.id 

by increasing the number of stereo pairs. >From [hc. JJ~J  ( 1 1  

figure 4. we first choose image1 and image9 as a long h ~ ~ c l i i l t  
swreo pair. ie. (1) B = 86. Then, we incrcasc the nurnhcr $ ) I  

sterco pairs by dividing the baseline between imagc 1 md irnactl). 
i.e. (2) B = 46and 8b. (3) B = 26.4b. 6band 86. (4) B = h. 3. 
3b. 4b. 5b. 6b. 7band 8b. Figure 7 demonstrates that thc SSSIls-in- 
inverse-distance shows the minimum at the col~cct  position more 
clcarly as more stereo pairs are used. 

2.5 Recision 

We have shown that ambiguities can be resolvcd hy using the 
SSS D-in-inverse-distance compu ted from mu1 tiplc h u c  line s:crc'i) 
pairs. The technique also increases precision in cstimaiing rhc truc 
inverse distance. We can show this by analyzing the stai~stic.~I 
characteristics of the evaluation functions near thc correct maich. 

>From equations (3), (10). and (12). we havc 

e;(,)(i,C) = + j) - f ( z  + B , U <  - G )  + 1 )  
i € W  

+ n o ( z + j ) - n , ( t + D , F (  +,')I '  ( 2 2 )  
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Figure 7: Combining multiple baseline stereo pairs 

By taking the Taylor expansion about C = C, up to h e  1inc.x 
terms. we obtain 

f ( r + D ,  F ( C - G ) + j )  = f (z+j)+B,F(C-( ,  ) f ' ( r+l) .  ( 2 3 )  

Suhstitutingthisintoequation(22),wecanapproximate ei(,,(.r. < )  
near i. hy a quadratic form of C: 

?C(t)('r C) 

Figure 5:  SSD values vs. inverse depth: (a) B = b; (b)  B = 2b; 
(c) B = 3b; (d) B = 46: (e) B = 56: (1) B = 66; ig) B = 7b; ( h )  
B = 8b. The horizontal axis is normalized such that 81F = I .  

when. 

o ( r )  = C(f'(z+j))* 
JEW 

( 2 5  I 

h,(rl = f'(t + j ) ( n , ( r  + B,FC + I )  - rro(r + l i )  
JEW 

( '6 )  

c,(z) = C ( n , ( r  + B , F c + ~ )  - no(r  + j ) l 2 .  ( 2 : )  

The estimated inverse distance e,(,) is the value ( that makes 
equation (24) minimum: 

JEW 
-+-  B - q b  - B*SbA(lb 

s I-- a e 2 rmm. .... 0 .... B I na 

( 2 5 )  

Since E [ b , ( t ) ]  = 0. the expected value of the estimate cr, ,, is [he 
correct value Cr. but it varies due to the noise. The varinulcc of this 

b i ( t )  
Bi F a ( t )  ' fr(t) = Cr - - 

V a t (  b, (I)) 
Var(C, , , ) )  = Bt Fz( a( I) )? 

5 10 15 m 20; 
Inwrse deplh - - (29) 

BasicalI,y, this equation states that for the same m o u n t  01' i m q c  
noise 0;. the variance is smaller (the estimate is morc prccisc) ;LS 

the baseline B; is longer, or as the variation of intcnsily si_en.~l. 
d r ) .  is larger. 

B;LFza(z) ' 
Figure 6: Combining two stereo pairs with different baselines 



We can follow the Same analysis for eC(12....,(z, C) of (141, the 
new evaluation funcuon with multiple baselines. Near Cr. i t  is 

\ n 

, = I  

The variance of the estimated inverse distance &ciz ..") that min- 
imizes this function is 

>From equations (29) and (31). we see that 

The inverse of the variance represents the precision of the estimatc. 
Therefore. equation (32) means that by using the SSSD-in-invcrsc- 
distance with multiple baseline stereo pairs. the estimate becomes 
more precise. We can confirm this characreristic in figures 6 and 
7 by observing that the curve around the corrcct invcrsc dislvlcc 
becomes sharper as more baselines are used. 

3 Experimentnl Results 

This section presents experimental results of the multiple-baselinc 
stereo based on SSSD-in-invcrsc-distance with rcal ZD images. X 
complete description of the algorithm is includcd in Appcndix R. 

The first result is for the "Town" data set that we showcd in 
figure 3. Figures 8 (a) and (b) are thc distance map and its isomctnc 
plot with a shon baseline. B = 36. The result with a single long 
baseline, B = 96. is shown in figure 9. Comparing these two 
results. we observe that the distancc map computed by using the 
long baseline is smoother on flat surfaccs. Le.. more prccix. but 
has gross errors in matching at the top of the scene bccausc' of 
the repeated pattern. These results illustrate the tradc-off bctwccn 
ambiguity and precision. Figure 10. on rhc olhcr hand. shows thc 
distance map and its isometric plot obtained by the new algorithm 
using three different basclines. 36. 6b. and 9b. For comparison. 
the corresponding oblique view of the scene is shown in figure I 1. 
We can note that the computed distance map is less ambiguous 
and more precise than those of the single-baseline stereo. 
Figure 12 shows another data set used for our experiment. Fig- 

ures 13 and 14compare the distance maps computed from thc shon 
baseline stereo and the long baseline stereo: the longer baseline is 
five times longer than the short one. For comparison. the actual 
oblique view roughly corresponding to the isometric plot is shown 
in figure 15. Though no repetitive patterns are apparent in thc im- 
ages, we can still observe gross errors in the distance map obtaincd 
with the long baseline due to false matching. In contrast, thc rcsult 
from the multiple-baseline stereo shown in figure 16 dcmonstratcs 
both the advantage of unambiguous matching with a shon basclinc 
and that of precise matching with a long bxieline. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper. we have prcsenled a ncw stcrco matching method 
which uses multiple baseline stcrco pairs. This mcrhod CUI ovcr- 
come the trade-off betwcen precision and accuracy (avoidance ot' 
false matches) in stereo. The method is rather straightfonvard: we 
represent the SSD values for individual sureo pairs as a function 

of the inverse distance. and add those functions. The resulting 
function, the SSSD-in-inverse-distance. exhibits an unambiguous 
and sharper minimum at the correct matching position. As a rcsult 
there is no need for search or sequential estimation proccdurcs. 

The key idea of the method is to relate SSD values to the invcrsc 
distance rather than the disparity. As an afterthought. this idca is 
natural. Whereas disparity is a function of the bascline. thcrr is 
only one w e  (inverse) distance for each pixel position for all d 
the sulrco pairs. Therefore there must be a single minimum ior 
the SSD values when they are summed and plotwd with rcspcct 
to the inverse distance. We have shown the advanugc of thc 
proposcd method in removing ambiguity and improving prccision 
by analytical and experimental results. 
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A SSSD-in-inverse-distance for Ambiguous Pattern 

Proposition: Suppose that there are two and only two rcpctiLIns 
of the same pattern around positions r and I + (I whcrc ( I  7 0 i,  
a constant. That is. for j E W 
f(r + J )  = f(<+ j ) ,  i fandonlyi f t  = r o r (  = r T ' L .  

( 3.: ; 
Then. i f  DI # Bz. for VC, C # (r, 

Proof: Tentatively suppose that for 3Ct. (1  # C,. 

Then. it must be the case that 

for) E W. where 

Since 131 # B2 and Cr # (1. 

at # 0 2 .  (371  

So. we have 

f ( r  + j )  = f({ + j ) ,  f o r t  = r ,  t + n l .  o r 1  + 1 1 : .  ( 3 s )  

Since thiscontradicrs assumption (33).equation (35 )  docs not h o l J .  
I t s  lcft hand side must be positive. Hence (34) holds. 



(a) 
Figure 8: Result with a short baseline, E = 36: (a) Dismcc map; (b) lsomcuic plot of the distance map from the upper kit cornu. The 
matching is mostly correct. but very noisy. 

(a) 
Figure 9: Result with a long baseline, B = 96: (a) Distanc 
However, there are many gross mistakes. especially in the top 
wrong. 

:e map 
1 of the 

: (bl 
irna 

- 
ge where, due to a re;:Stive pattern. the matching is cornplcrclh 



(a) 
Figurc IO: Result with multiple hmlincs. B = 3h.6h. and 911: 
we see lhai the Jihuncc map IS less noisy and h a 1  gross crrors 

( a )  c 
have 

listan 
h c n  removed. 

Figurc I I :  Oblique view 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 12: “Coal mine‘ Jam sct. long-baseline pair 

(a) (b) 
Figure 13: Result with a short baseline: (a) Distance map: (b) Isometric plot of the distance map viewed from the lower Iclt corncr 



(a) (b) 
Figurc 14: Rcsult with a long hawl in t :  (a) Distance map: (b) Isometric plot 

Figure IS: Oblique view 



(a) (b) 
Figurc 16: Multiple huelines: (a) Dismce map; (b) Isometric plot 

B Xlultiple-Baseline Stereo Algorithm 

We prcscnt a complete description of the stcrco algorithm using 
multiple-hascline SIL'TCO pairs. The task is. given rt surco pairs. 
tind the < that minimi7rs the SSSD-in-inverse-distance !unction. 

n 

, = I  ,ctv 

We will pcrt'onn this task in two steps: one a[ pixcl resolution 
hy minimum dctcction and the other at sub-pixel resolution hy 
iterauvc estimation. 

Minimum of SSSD at Pixel Resolution 

For convenience. instcad of using the invenc distance. we nor- 
maliix the disparity values of individual stcrco pairs with different 
huelines to the comsponding values I'orthe largest baseline. Sup- 
pose BI < 0 2  c . . . < 13,. We dctinc the b u l i n c  ratio R, huch 
that 

( 4 0 )  
B, 
B" 

R, = -. 

Then. 
D , F (  = R , B n F C  = R , J ( n b .  1.11) 

whcrc ' I l n ,  is the dispunty for h e  stcrco pair with bascline D.. 
Substituting this into equation (39). 

" 

,=I , G I $ .  

(13) 
We compuu: the SSSD function for a range of dispYiry vaiucs 
;1t the pixcl resolution. and identify the dispmty that zivcs the 
minimum. Note that pixel resolution for the image pair with the 
longest hatelinc ( Dn ) requires calculation of SSD values at wh- 
pixcl rcwlution l'nr othcr shorter hascline stcrco pairs. 

Iterative Estimation at Sub-pixel Resolution 
Once we obtain disparity at pixel resolution for the longest baseline 
stcreo. we improve the disparity estimatc to sub-pixel rcsolution 
hy M itcntive algorithm presented in [ 12)[ 171. For this itcrativc 
estimation. we use only the image pair f o ( r )  and fn (z )  with the 
longest baseline. This is due to a few resons. First. sincc thc 
pixel-level estimate was obtained by using the SSSD-in-invcrsc- 
dismce. the ambiguity has been eliminated and only improvcmcnt 
of precision is intended at this stage. Second. using only the 
longest-baseline image pair reduces the computational rcquircmcnt 
for SSD calculation by a factor of n, and yet does not degrade 
prccision too significantly. 

In the experiments shown in section 3. we used the following 
algorithm for sub-pixel estimation: Let doc,, be the i n i t i d  Jis- 
parity estimate obtained at pixel resolution. Then, a more precise 
estimate is computed by calculating the following two quantities: 

A 4 n )  

C,,,(fo(r + j )  - /n( t  + 6,) + j ) ) / k  ( r  + ~ 0 1 , ~  j t j ) 

C,,,(f~(t + h n )  + j ) P  
- - 

(43) 

The value Ac+") is the estimate of the correction of h e  dispmty 
to further minimix the SSD. and &,,, is iu vmance. We i tcrm 
this procedure by replacing 4,) by 

(45) 

until the estimate converges or up to a certain maximum numhcr 
o! iterations. 

do(") + do(,)  + A 4 " )  
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Part II: Experiments on Outdoor Scenes 

T. Nakahara and T. Kanade 

In  "Pan I: Theory." we explained how multiple sterro p0ir.s 
with various baselines were used w obtain precise drprlr rsri- 
mates without suffering fmm ambiguity. 7he olgorirhm )i(i.s 

tested wiih indoor images which were taken under wrll con- 
trolled conditions in the Calibrated Imaging Loboroto?. 

This algorithm is applied to outdoor scenes including variublr 
lighting conditions and large depth range. While Okutomi and 
Kanade used stereo pairs acquired by moving a camera hori:on- 
rally. we use srereo pairs raken by moving a camera in borh hori- 
m u a l  und vertical orienrahns. Taking stereo images itirh ni 0 

onhogonal baseline orientations removes amhi,qiciF und 
incremes precision without suffering from rhe orientation if rlw 
frutures in a scene. And we also show that the shaprs ( if  riir sl i t t i  

of squared-difference (SSD) values near the esrirnorr mriy rntii- 
care the reliability of the match, and suggest a rnrrhotl i o  c-!u.$ sir) 
mutcties inro various types, such (LS good tnurdirs  rind t i i i ) -  

matchrs with occlusion or sparse features. 

1. Horizontal baselines Experiment 

The experimental setup for acquiring stereo pairs is I I Iu~~raicJ  
in fig. I .  The images are acquired by moving a camcn horizon- 
tally. Thc distance between adjacent camera positions is  consun[. 
Table 1 describes the image acquisition pamcicrs.  Typically. 
the distance from the camen to the nearest object is I9 rn and [he 
baseline lcngth ranges from 19.05 mm for the cloxs[ carncru pJir 
to I 14.1 mm for the farthest. 

As illustrated in fig. 2. first the input images an: prcproL.c\sL*d 
with Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) filter to reduce phommcrrii 
distortion. A 5x5 window is used for Gaussian and 3 3 x 3  windt>\v 
is uscd for Laplacian. Then the multiple-baseline stcreo is uscd i o  

compulc the inverse depth with a 9x9 window for SSD compuu- 
tion. Typically, the number of the stereo pairs is 6. the i m q c  siic 
is 20x256.  and the total disparity range is 9 pixels. as sumrn;l- 
rizcd in table 2. 

1.1. Results 

We experiment with three data sets. "Shruhhcry." "P.uL.iiig 
mctcrs," and "Sand" for the horizontal expenmenu. 

object 

Q.... @%eras 

Fig. 1 Setup for horizontal baselincs 



1.1.1. Shrubbery 

Fig. 4 shows the ”Shruhhcry” dam sct which consists of six 
stereo pairs. The maximum dispanty hetween the adjacent 
images is yound two pixels. Fig. 5 is a LOG preprocessing result 
of one of the images. Fig. 6 is lhc isomcuic plot of the resultant 
depth map. We observc that the shruhbcnes at the left and in the 
center m well separated. arid the dcpth jump around the sign 
board and the top of the signpost ye clearly disonct from the 
wall. We can see a round shrubbery at the right and some pebbles 
on the road. Some mismatches are observed at the curb. bccnu$c 
the features in this area are almost panllcl to the cpipolar line. 

1.12. Parking meters 

This data set includes seven stcrco pairs. Fig. 8 is the isometric 
plot of the depth map. The following portions in the sccnc yc 
well estimated: the three parking metcrs in front of the shruhbcr- 
ies. the side view of the sign board which is between the second 
and the third parking meters, and thc large dcpth gap hciwcen the 
front and the back building. There rn some mismatchcs at the 
back door of the car because of sparse features in this pm. 

1.1.3. Sand 

This scene contains natural rough surfaces likc sand and a rock 
as shown in fig. 9. Five stereo pairs are used for this data sct. Fig. 
10 is the isomeuic plot of the depth map. We obscrvc that thc two 
rocks and the sand are well estimated. Many mismatches. how- 
ever, occur at the border between the black wall and the whitc 
curtain. The features in this portion 3n: pamllel to the cpipolar 
line and are low in density. 

1.2. Shapes of SSD and SSSD Curves 

In this section we show that the shapes of the SSDs-in-inverse- 
depth may indicate the reliability of a match and suggest the 
cause of a mismatch. For this purpose. we examine the shapcs of 
the SSD and the sum of the SSD (SSSD) in three typical c w s :  a 
good match, a mismatch with occlusion. and a misma~ch with 
sparse features. 

First. we examine the shapes of the SSD and the SSSD ior 3 

point whose depth is precisely and accuntcly estimated. such as 
a point i on the sand in fig. 9. Fig. 11  plots 12 curves of individ- 

images E Filter c 
. 

Multiple-Baseline 

Disparity Map 

ual SSDs and the resultant SSSD for this point. We observe that 
the minimum of the SSD of each baseline takes place at the same 
position and the curvature of the SSD near the minimum of the 
SSSD becomes sharper as the baseline becomes longcr. The 
SSSD cxhibits a unique and clear minimum at the c o m c t  rnatch- 
ing position. 

Lct us approximate individual SSD’s curves by a quadratic 
equation near the minimum position. From equations ( 2 2 )  - (29) 
in ”Pan I: Theory,” we expect the following: 

Thc inverse depth at which the SSD values takc thc mini -  
mum is expected to be the same over the various h;Lw- 
lincs. 
Thc curvature is proportional to the square of the hascline 
length. 
Variance of differences between the inverse dcpth at the 
minimum position of each SSD and the final estimated 
inversc depth is inversely proportional to thc yuarc  o i  the 
baseline length. 

Fig. I?, (a), (b). and (c) show the above-mcndoncd rhcowu- 
cally expcctcd values and experimental measurcmcnLs ior thc 
case of a good match shown in fig. 11. The meuurcrncnu coin- 
cidc well with the theoretical values. 

Second. we look into the occlusion case, such as a point ; at 
the right of the first parking meter head in fig. 7. The corrcspon- 
dcncc points exist in shorter baselines. As the baseline hccorncs 
longcr. occlusion. however, occurs and matching is nor  possihlc. 
Thc SSD and the SSSD for the point i are shown in  lig. 13 ( J ) .  

T h e  inverse depth at the minimum of the SSD oi  c x h  hzwlint 
gradually shifts from the uue position to a false position. The 
SSSD does not show a clear minimum. As shown in tig.13 ( h ) .  
(c). md (d). the theoretically expected values and the rnc;Lsurc- 
menu coincide where the baselines are short but diil‘cr grcstl! 
when: thc haselines are long. 

The third case is a point with sparse features likc a point 7 at 
the hlack wall in fig. 9. As shown in fig. 13 (e), the SSD cunc  of’ 
each hascline is almost flat over the inverse depth range with no 
obvious minimum. Consequently the SSSD docs not haw the 
minimum. 

Another observation for the part of a depth map wilh mismatch 
or noisy measurements is the problem of the orientation of the 
fcatucs in a scene. We can not obtain good depth cstirnatcs near 
the curb portion in “Shrubbery” or the border between the black 

object 

1 c 
U - 

Fig. 2 Procedure 
Fig. 3 Setup for horizontal and vertical hasclincs 



wall and the cumin in “Sand.” because thc image conlains only 
horizontal features. The solution is to use additional stcreo image 
pairs taken by cameras aligned in vertical dircction. Combining 
the information of the vertical hasline with the information of 
the horizontal haseline is swaightfonuud in the multiple-haseline 
algorithm. becausc h s  algorithm simply adds the SSD-in- 
inverse-depth instead of the disparity. 

Next section. we demonstrate the cl’fcctivencss of using both 
horizontal and vertical baselines. 

H : 3  
v : 3  
H : 3  
v : 3  

Shrubbery2 

Comer 

2. Horizontal and vertical baselines 
Experiment 

Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental sctup. Thc proccdurc is the 
Same as the one in the horizontal baselines experiment. cxccpt 
images are taken by moving a camcra horizontally and vcnically. 
The acquisition parameters are shown in the 1 s t  ihrce rows 
(“Shrubbery2.” “Comer.” and “Guide”) o i  table I .  The hasclinc 
length ranges from 20 mm for thc closcst camera pair to 60 mm 
for the farthest, which is somewhat shoncr than thc horizontal 
baselines case. 
As shown in the last three rows in ublc 2. thc n u m k r  of  the 

stereo pairs is 3 for each baseline and thc total dispyity range is 6 
pixels. 

240x256 1 - 7  

240x256 I - ?  

2.1. Results 

H : 3  240x2S6 
Guide ., . 

2.1.1. “Corner“ data set 

0 - x  

Fig. 14 shows the data set. togcthcr with an illustration af the 
arrangement of the camera and thc objects. 

Fig. 16 is the isometric plot of the dcpth map using thrcc stcrco 
pairs for each baseline orientation (six pairs in roul). IVc ob.wnc 
that the building wall. especially the slanting pan of the wall at 
the right is well estimated. The curb is scpwatcd from the shruh- 
benes in the back and the road in the front. We c m  a c  the dis- 
tances between the curb and the shrubbcrics. 

For comparison, a depth map is computed using SIX stcrco 
pairs in only horizontal orientation. Fig. 15 is the rcsult. Many 
mismatches are observed at thc wall and the curb. bccausc thc 
main features of these ponions arc horizontal. 

N.UllC 

Town 
coal 

Shrubbery 

Parkinn me im 

2.1.2. SSD and SSSD in inverse depth 

We examine the SSD and the SSSD of a point. such ILS a point 
on the wall or at the curb. Depth cstimatc of the point is corrcct 
using both horizond and uertical hrlsclines. though thc estimite 

Focal TV camm Dircance Ihelinr length 

O S l m  I OZm I27mm I 1  43mm 
7 62mm 38 lOmm 

unit longest IUlglh cbe nearest [be fmhert 

- - 
1% 2Sm I Y  o s m  114 lOmm SONY xcs7 SOmm 
I I m  Wm In I h m  71 12mm SONY xc57 5omm 

Table 1 Image acquisition 

I Sand 6m 
Shrubbery2 1% 

Comer 1% 
Guide I fm 

is incorrcct using only horizontal baselines. Fig. 17 (a)  and (b) 
show the SSD and the SSSD of the points i and i in lig. 16 
rcspcctivcly. Though the SSDs of the horizontal baselines do not 
show thc c l cv  minimum. the SSDs of the vertical baxlincs hav- 
ing a unique minimum at the comct  point contribute to the dcar- 
mination of the correct minimum position of the tou l  SSSD. 

I2 7Gmm SOW SSC-D7 IOm 2 %mm 5- 
?Sm 20 Omm m)o(knm sow xc57 5Omm 

2Rm ‘ 0  omm rrO OOmm sow xcs7 SOmm 
“kn 20 Omm rx)o(knm sow xc57 5Omm 

3. Comments 

Parallelism 
Thc computation of this algorithm is simple and local. which 

is suitcd for implementation on a massively parallel machine. Wc 
m implcmcnting this algorithm on a MasPu. a Sin& Instruc- 
tion Multiple Data (SIMD) machine with 4096 processors. At 
this momcnt. the processing time on MasPu is 0.9 sccond tor 
producing a depth map with the 240x256 image s i x  2nd the dis- 
parity range of I O  pixels. while it takes 51 seconds to do thc s m c  
for SUN 4/40 (16 MIPS). 

It  is possible to implement this algorithm by a dcdicatcd hard- 
wan: or cvcn on a chip for a real-time depth sensor. 

Classification of depth measurements 
We showcd that the shapes of the SSD in-inverse-dcpth near 

the minimum of the SSSD may be useful to estirnatc the causc 01’ 

mismatches like the occlusion and the sparse fcaturcs c w s .  i i ’c 
cxpcct that we CM similarly analyze mismatchcs causcd hy  I t u -  
mind sdgc or a highlight. 
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(b) 2 nd 

Fig. 4 “Shrubbery” data 
(c) 7 th (right most) 

Fig. 5 Laplrrcian of Gaussian image 

Fig. 6 Isometric plot of depth (“Shrubbery”) 



i Point of occlusion 

/ 

Fig. 7 “Parking meters” data 

Fig8 Isometric plot of depth (“Parking meters”) 

6 Point of good match 

7 Point of sparse features I /  

Fig. S “Sand” data 

Fig. 10 Isometric plot of depth (“Sand”) 
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(a) Good match 

Fig. 1 1  SSD and SSSD values vs. inverse depth 
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(b) Curvaiurc of SSD (c) Variance of differences (a) Inverse deplh 

Fig. 12 Inverse depth, variance of ifferences be.tween the minimum positionpfeach S d the final esumate. and curvature of !! SD trom individual stereo pa r  near the mnimum o?&YD vs. baseline 
(Case of a good match) 
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(a) Occlusion (b) Invme deplh (cJ Curvature of SSD (d) h i a n c e  of differences (e) Sparse I eaWL. ,  

Fig. 13 SSD and SSSD values vs. inverse depth. inverse depth. variance of differences between the minimum 
position of each SSD and the final estimate. and cun'ature of SSD from individual stereo pair near the 
minimum of SSSD vs. baseline 



(a) Up most 

(b) Left most (c) Right most 

Fig. 14 "Corner" data 
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Fig. 15 Isometric plot of depth resulted from 
horizontal baselines 
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Fig. 16 Isometric plot of depth resulted from 
horizontal and vertical baselines 
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(a) On the wall (b)hthecurb 

Fig. 17 SSD and SSSD values vs. inverse depth 




